FAAM flight log - b425 by FAAM
 
Flight No. B425 
Date:   22 Jan 2009 
Take Off: 13:13:24   
Landing:   18:43:41   
FLIGHT FOLDER 
Flight Time: 5h 30m 17s   
 
Campaign: APPRAISE-Clouds: mixed-phase cloud studies   
Operating Area: Over and to the west of the Chilbolton radar facility. Area Alpha. 
 
POB Position Name Institute Logs y/n 
1 Captain Al Roberts Directflight   
2 Co-pilot Ian Ramsay-Rae Directflight   
3 CCM Dawn Quinn Directflight   
4 Mission Scientist 1 Keith Bower Manchester University   
5 Mission Scientist 2 Zhiqiang Ciu Leeds University   
6 Flight Manager Jamie Trembath FAAM   
7 Core Chemistry Mo Smith FAAM  
8 AMS Paul Williams Manchester University  
9 Manchester Cloud J. Crozier Manchester University  
10 CVI / Filters James Bowles Met Office  
11 WAS Jimmy Hopkins York University  
12 WAS Training Shalini Punjabi York University  
13 Cloud Physics Phil Rosenberg FAAM  
14     
15     
16     
17     
18     
     
 
The following log sheets are not available for this flight : 
Log Reason 
Pre-flighter log No log available 
Flight Manager's Faults/Incidents log Awaiting confirmation of whether a log was created 
Cloud Physics In Flight Awaiting confirmation of whether a log was created 
Cloud Physics Processing Awaiting confirmation of whether a log was created 
Core Chemistry / TDLAS No In Flight log except in cases of instrument problems 
Manchester Cloud Manchester Cloud operator does not create a log sheet 




Revision Date Author Comments 
r0 29 Dec 2009 Doug Anderson Initial version missing the above noted logs 
r1    
r2    
 
























             FLIGHT SUMMARY  





Start   End 
Time    Time     Event               Height (s)        Hdg Comments 
----    ----     -----               ----------        --- -------- 
130100           Start-Up            0.80 kft          245 50'43.95N 3'24.81W 
130528           ASP                 0.80 kft          245 open                  
131324           T/O                  2.4 kft          346 131324                
131449           Video                2.7 kft          012 started          
131702  134102   Run 1                5.0 kft          073                       
133338           note                 5.0 kft          066 Chilbolton    
133824           note                 5.0 kft          248 Chilbolton           
134103  134300   Profile 1            5.0 -  3.1 kft   258                       
134300  135209   Run 2                3.1 -  3.0 kft   261                       
135210  135606   Profile 2            3.0 -  6.0 kft   255                       
135607  141521   Run 3                6.0 kft          105                       
140907           note                 6.0 kft          074 Chilbolton              
141436           note                 6.0 kft          251 Chilbolton                  
141522  141645   Profile 3            6.0 -  7.0 kft   256                       
141645  142914   Run 4                7.0 kft          253                       
143032  143232   Profile 4            7.0 -  8.0 kft   254                 
143233  144508   Run 5                8.0 kft          065                           
144516  145059   Run 5                8.0 kft          032 ignore first end of r 
145059  150340   Run 6                9.0 -  8.9 kft   254                       
150341  150449   Profile 7            8.9 -  8.0 kft   255                       
150449  152332   Run 7                8.0 kft          254          
151738           note                 8.0 kft          074 Chilbolton            
152308           note                 8.0 kft          253 Chilbolton                  
152333  152500   sawtooth 1           7.9 -  6.5 kft   252           
152525  152720   Profile 8.1          6.0 -  4.0 kft   256 start of sawtooth   
152721  153058   Profile 8.2          4.0 -  7.0 kft   255  
153059  153317   Profile 8.3          7.0 -  5.0 kft   254  
153317  153529   Profile 8.4          5.0 -  7.0 kft   256                       
153529  153733   Profile 8.5          7.0 -  5.0 kft   254                       
153734  153843   Profile 8.6          5.0 -  6.0 kft   255                       
153844  154918   Run 8                6.0 kft          254                       
154918  161014   Profile 9           6.0 - 26.0 kft   268 (was profile 14)                     
161044  161917   Run 9               26.0 kft          251  
161918  162301   Profile 10          26.0 - 22.0 kft   314           
162302  162905   Run 10              22.0 kft          244                       
162905  163343   Profile 11          22.0 - 18.0 kft   232                       
163344  164200   Run 11              18.0 - 17.8 kft   078                       
164200  164410   Profile 12          17.8 - 16.0 kft   095                       
164411  165022   Run 12              16.0 kft          043                       
165023  165257   Profile 13          16.0 - 14.0 kft   051                       
165257  165906   Run 13              14.0 kft          243                       
165907  170014   Profile 14          14.0 - 13.1 kft   246                       
170014  170627   Run 14              13.1 - 13.0 kft   245                       
170627  170836   Profile 15          13.0 - 11.0 kft   072                       
170837  171440   Run 15              11.0 kft          070                       
171440  171704   Profile 16          11.0 -  9.0 kft   050                       
171704  172309   Run 16               9.0 kft          050                       
172309  172428   Profile 17           9.0 -  8.0 kft   050                       
172428  173101   Run 17               8.0 kft          257                       
173101  173212   Profile 18           8.0 -  7.0 kft   238                       
173212  173808   Run 18               7.0 kft          239                       
173808  173917   Profile 19           7.0 -  6.1 kft   236                       
173917  174521   Run 19               6.1 -  6.0 kft   234                       
174521  174730   Profile 20.1           6.0 -  4.5 kft   232                       
174730  174946   Profile 21.2           4.5 -  6.5 kft   053                       
174947  175224   Profile 22.3           6.5 -  4.5 kft   057                       
175224  175854   Profile 23.4           4.5 - 10.0 kft   059                       
175854  180454   Run 20              10.0 kft          054                       
180455  180922   Profile 24          10.0 - 14.0 kft   052                       
180922  181947   Run 21              14.0 - 13.8 kft   058                       
184341           Land                0.00 kft          211 184341                
184722           ASP                 0.00 kft          232 closed                
184901           Shutdown             1.1 kft          306 52'04.36N    0'37.50W 


Sortie Brief: APPRAISE-Clouds: mixed-phase cloud studies              
Date: 22 Jan 2009 
B425 (t/o Exeter, land Cranfield) T/O 11:30  
M.Sci: Keith Bower 
 
Sortie Aims:  To measure ice and liquid-phase microphysical processes in frontal 
clouds in association with the Chilbolton radar facility. 
 
Sortie Location: Over and to the west of the Chilbolton radar facility. Area Alpha. 
 
Sortie Summary: Perform a series of runs at a series of altitudes below cloud base (if 
possible), within and above the cloud, along the azimuth that is being scanned by the 
radar. Information on the run orientation and altitude to be flown will be provided by 
scientists at Chilbolton using VHF radio (call-sign “Radsearch”). Where the radar 
identifies a small-scale feature of interest, the aircraft may abort a long leg in order to 
turn to re-penetrate it. Where either the aircraft or radar identifies a particular horizontal 
layer of interest, the aircraft may fly a sawtooth pattern so as to provide a sequence of 
profiles through it. It is desired that the aircraft flight legs start/finish in the Chilbolton 
overhead. This benefits the validation of vertically-pointing radar/lidar retrievals of 
supercooled cloud layers. This requires turns to be done within controlled airspace and 
so may limit the number of occasions that this is possible. 
 
Sortie Detail : 
a) T+0 Take off & climb to transit to operating area at end of radial from 
Chilbolton. 
b) When at suitable location descend from transit altitude to 1000ft agl, or to 
lowest altitude allowed by operating restrictions (This may only be achieved 
with an approach to Boscombe Down airfield - TBD). Fly 10min clear air leg.   
c) Perform a profile ascent at 1000ft/min along the azimuth and through the cloud 
system up to FL330 or to above mid level cloud top, whichever is lower. 
d) Fly a series of 40-60km level flight legs along the azimuth scanned by the radar 
at altitudes defined by the radar or as determined from previous profile. Ideally, 
just above cloud base, throughout the cloud, just below and just above cloud top.  
Duration of each leg ~10 minutes. Legs should extend over Chilbolton. During 
incloud legs AMS should sample off CVI inlet unless tip iced up (but sample off 
Rosemount inlet out of cloud). Filters to be exposed on out of cloud legs only. 
e) Where the radar identifies a feature of interest or one that is penetrated by the 
aircraft along any leg, the leg may be interrupted to fly one or more butterfly 
patterns. Each butterfly consists of a minimum of two minutes straight/level that 
includes penetration of the feature followed by turns that allow re-penetration of 
the feature during the reciprocal part of the pattern.  
f) Where a defined layer of interest (such as a shallow layer of supercooled liquid 
water) is identified by the aircraft or radar, the long leg may be flown as a 
sawtooth leg with ascents/descents at 1000ft/min, extending 1000ft above and 
below the layer level (M.Sci may request level segments of 1 minute). 
g) Repeat items d) to e) as long as flight endurance or cloud conditions permit.  
h) End with below-cloud clear air aerosol leg (10 min) if possible, before 
recovering to Cranfield airfield. 
 
PROJECT BRIEF: APPRAISE-Clouds – mixed-phase cloud studies  
Scientific Aims: The purpose of this project is to obtain detailed microphysical 
measurements in stratiform cloud systems, altocumulus clouds, wave clouds and 
cumulus clouds within the temperature regime in which ice particles will likely co-exist 
with liquid (typically 0 to -30C). 
The flight plans are designed to characterise the aerosol above and below the cloud and 
infer aerosol fluxes into the cloud layer by combination with the vertical wind 
measurements and the microphysical characteristics within the cloud layer. 
Constant altitude flight legs of approximately 50 km (10 minutes flying) will be made: 
• In the boundary layer to measure the aerosol size distributions (from 10 nm to 100 
um), CCN, aerosol composition from 30 nm to 1 um using the ToF AMS; larger 
particles and non-volatile material such as refractory material will be measured using 
EDAX analysis of filter samples. 
• Near cloud base within cloud to measure the cloud droplets that have been activated 
from CCN, interstitial particles and larger particles that have fallen from cloud top. In 
addition the onset of ice will be observed using the CPI, CAPS and 2-D probes in cloud. 
• Middle of the cloud passes will be made at temperatures where key processes will be 
expected to be initiated (-6C to -9C) for the Hallett-Mossop process or around -15C 
where fragmentation of dendritic crystals may be important. 
• Near cloud top and within the cloud to measure entrainment and aerosols within 
entrained eddies and ice particles within the cloud; in colder clouds ice initiation will 
occur in this region. 
• Above the cloud to measure the properties of aerosol particles that can potentially be 
entrained into the clouds. 
In-situ measurements from the aircraft are performed in close coordination with the 
CAMRa radar and lidar facilities at Chilbolton, Hants.  
 
Weather conditions: Stratiform, or altocumulus clouds lying over and to the west of 
the Chilbolton radar facility. This may or may not be generating precipitation at the 
surface. It is particularly desirable if the mean wind direction lies between about 220 
and 280 degrees. This allows the aircraft to fly legs along the radar beam whilst staying 
closely parallel to the mean wind direction. 
 
Key instruments and their operation. 
Basic meteorology 
- Rosemount temperatures, GE hygrometer, CR2 
- GPS, INU, turbulence probe – When in supercooled liquid water, Flight 
Manager or PIs should monitor turbulence probe calibrated differential 
pressures for signs of icing (cessation of variability on signal). 
Cloud/Aerosol Physics/Chemistry  
– FFSSP, 2DC, 2DP, PCASP, CDP. Normal monitoring to ensure correct 
operation. Operator should note particular features of interest eg. high 
concentrations, appearance of pristine ice crystal habits, appearance of large 
drops (>100micron) in 2D imagery when above freezing level. 
– 2DS, CAPS and FSSP – as above 
– J-W LWC and Nevzorov LWC/TWC. Where a run is only partially in cloud and 
is starting in clear air, these should be zeroed/calibrated and a note made in the 
Flight Manager’s log. 
– TWC. If possible, a profile in clear air is desirable for calibration purposes. 
– AMS, SMPS/WCPC (-  to sample off both Rosemount and CVI inlets) 
– Filters 
CVI inlet sampling: residuals (and Lyα) incloud; aerosols out of cloud (PCASP, CPC) 
Mission Scientist Debrief: APPRAISE-Clouds: mixed-phase cloud studies:  
Flight Number: B425, 22nd Jan 2009 (T/O Exeter 13:13; Landing Cranfield 18:43) 
Mission Scientist: Keith Bower 
 
Sortie Aims:  To measure ice and liquid-phase microphysical processes in frontal clouds 
in association with the Chilbolton radar facility. 
 
Weather conditions & operating area: Following the previous evenings successful 
mission measuring through a warm front as it passed over SW England and directly 
through the Chilbolton region, a flight was set up to measure in the series of frontal 
systems following on behind it. Based on forecasted arrival times for these features an 
early takeoff time of 11:30am was setup. However, on the morning of the flight it was 
clear that the old warm front had cleared the region by 6am and that the next warm front 
following on was weakening and would be through the region at or before takeoff (e.g. 
see radar reflectivity figure below). The influence of the next significant system was not 
expected to be approaching the Chilbolton operational area before mid-late afternoon. For 
this reason takeoff was delayed until the latest possible time (13:15) to achieve a full 









Summary of the flight: In the absence of deep frontal cloud, the early part of the flight 
was spent flying along the Chilbolton radial in the shallow convective clouds that were 
present there ahead of the arrival of the high and mid level cloud associated with the next 
frontal system. The plan was to work in these clouds first and then if there was still no 
sign of the front approaching the area, to go off and fly to the west to pick up the frontal 
cloud as it approached, and then to move east with the system as it arrived in to the 
Exeter-Chilbolton region. 
 
After takeoff the transit to Chilbolton was at FL50 (842mbar, -1.7°C) along the standard 
255° radial. During this transit (R1), the aircraft flew through clear air, pockets of 
precipitation (ppt) and a number of turrets (which were turbulent in places). The CAPS 
hot wire probe was reported to be dead, but the Nevzorov appeared to be working again. 
2DC and CIP100 (PIP) recorded water drops. Chilbolton reported that it was almost clear 
overhead, although there was broken stratocumulus (Sc) in the area. The radar showed 
this at 15-25km west of CH, and showers at 45 and 60km. After passing over CH on the 
outbound leg, a profile descent to FL30 (908mbar, 3.0°C) was undertaken to begin a 
clear-air outbound leg R2 (FL30 - just above the msa) to measure aerosols. Unfortunately 
rain was encountered during descent P1 and into R2, so filters could not be deployed for 
some time during the run. Chilbolton reported the clouds at 15-20km range had cloud 
tops (CTs) at ~2km (6.5kft). In clear air sections, elevated aerosol concentrations were 
observed along R2, the wCPC and CCN recorded 600-1200 and 30-60cm-3 (at 0.2% 
supersaturation) respectively. AMS concentrations were higher at the start of R2, and 
were generally around 0.4 and 0.2 µg m-3 for organics and sulphate respectively. SMPS 
total concentrations agreed with the CN/CCN observations, but modes were generally 
<100 nm in size.  
 
At the SW end of the radial a profile P2 up to FL60 (812mbar, -3.66°C) was carried out 
during the turn. Chilbolton reported broken low cloud locally at 1.7km, but radar RHI 
scans revealed clouds with tops (CTs) at 2.2 km (7.2kft) and -2°C in the range 20-80km 
west of CH. On R3 (FL60), CPC concentrations fell to 100 cm-3 and although above most 
CTs, some of the bigger turrets were penetrated. One of these contained quite a lot of ice 
(2DS/CIP) consisting of columns, aggregates and “blobby stuff” – rimed particles. At 
times the precipitation was very heavy and could be heard on the windscreen and 
fuselage of the aircraft (above the noise cancelling headset !). Chilbolton reported CTs at 
2.5km (8.2kft), so following the turn at CH an ascent P3 to FL70 (782mbar, -5.1°C) was 
carried out. During outbound leg R4 (in and out of cloudtops) the Nevzorov total water 
signal was lost, along with turbulence sideslip (through riming). Out of cloud CN/CCN 
was 170/10 (cm-3), PCASP saw 10-20 cm-3, and CAS 5 cm-3.  Towards the end of R4 a 
wet cloud was penetrated, and 2DS/CIP saw water drops. Locally, CT was estimated at 
7.3kft, so a return leg (R5) at FL80 was undertaken generally above CT. Here CN/CCN 
was 500/10, PCASP saw 5-10 cm-3 and CAS 0.5 cm-3. CT was encountered in the turn at 
CH. (the radar confirmed CT at 2.5km overhead – and at 2km 30km away). A final ascent 
P5 was carried out after leaving CH to FL90 (724mbar, -4.07°C). R6 was clearly above 
the inversion with the dewpoint T reported at -23°C. The highest ozone concentration yet 
was also measured (40ppb) and there was a strong anti-correlation with CO. There was 
also a peak in CCN of 25 cm-3 (up from 5 cm-3).  
 
A message from Tom Choularton reported the upper frontal cloud was now almost at CH, 
with the edge of mid level cloud and frontal rain just reaching the tip of Cornwall. Two 
hours into the flight it was decided to move further west to be able to start sampling the 
frontal cloud that would eventually move across Chilbolton. A final inbound leg R7 to 
CH at FL80 was undertaken, followed by an outbound saw-tooth leg between flight 
levels FL80, FL40, FL70, FL50, FL70, FL50 and finally FL60 - continued on as R8 to 
get through the N-S  air corridor to the east of Exeter. The turbulence probe was reported 
to have defrosted following the profile leg down to FL40. No cloud was encountered until 
reaching the SW tip of the Chilbolton radial and which point SLR R8 (812mb, -1.6°C) 
was started. At this time the Chilbolton radar reported seeing Ci clouds at 9km (above 
CH), but no cloud at all to the west of CH.  
 
After clearing the airlane, a bank of stratified cloud could be seen ahead of us to the west. 
It was decided to profile up (P14) into this cloud to determine the levels at which to carry 
out future SLR legs. At FL120 (645mbar, -11.3°C) approaching the coast at Bude, large 
falling ice crystals were detected by 2DS/CIP (500-600µm) and PIP (~ 1.5mm). The 
Nevzorov was still reported as out of action. At FL140 (595mbar, -15.5°C) the crystals 
were seen to be large rimed aggregates by 2DS/CIP and PIP, while 2DC saw doughnuts, 
which were considered to be probable liquid drops. By FL180 (505mbar, -23.9°C) the 
light levels started to increase somewhat. The 2DC still reported that “Doughnuts” and 
aggregates were present at FL190. By FL220, (427mbar, -32.8°C) although still in cloud, 
light levels were much higher. 2DS/CAS reported gaps in the cloud. Cloud top (CT) was 
encountered at FL251 (373mbar, -41.0°C) and profile P14 was discontinued at FL260 
(359mbar, -41.9°C). 2DS reported stuck data bits and so recording data to disk was 
suspended. Based on information from P14, a series of SLR legs were carried out at 
various flight levels separated by profile descents. The 1600z IR satellite picture (below) 
shows the position of the cloud at this time. The figure to the right shows the aircrafts 




Runs R9, R10, R11, R12, R13, R14, R15, R16, R17, R18 and R19 were carried out at 
flight levels FL260, FL220, FL200, FL180, FL160, FL140, FL130, FL110, FL90, FL80, 
FL70 and FL60 as summarised in the table below. After R9 at FL260 in clear air, 
subsequent in-cloud runs were preceded by profile descents P15, P16, P17, P18, P19, 
P20, P21, P22, P23 and P24. 
 












SW FL220 426 -33.8 In cloud 2DC aggregates 120cm-3   
P16  
R11 
ESE FL180 504 -23.1 gap between layers, only ppt from 
above, no small Xtals, 2DS back 
online, 2DC/2DS poss drops (12%) 
aircraft anti-ice detected liquid 
P17  
R12 
NE FL160 548 -19.5 2DS/CIP just water drops here, 
CAS 25µn, CIP 15-30µm 
ppt falling – aggregates (PIP) 2mm 
ice on pylons/probes, CVI iced up 
P18  
R13 
SW FL140 593 -14.9 Turb probe totally iced up now, 
2DS small drops? + pristine crystals 
(dendrites + stellars) 
PIP: bimodal 1-2mm,100µm 
P19  
R14 
SW-NE FL130 617 -12.9 turning to stay in cloud 
P20  
R15 
NE FL110 668 -9.2 2DS/CIP snowflakes large ppt 
PIP snowflakes – mostly 1mm 
some 5-6mm, 2DC poss small 
drops  (doughnuts) – 2DS not 
P21  
R16 
NE FL90 732 -7.2  
P22  
R17 
SW FL80 751 -7.1 2DS/CIP large ice, no evidence 
liquid; PIP large irregulars, 2DC? 
P23  
R18 




NE FL60 810 -3.5 2DS/CIP pristine columns – no 
more big crystal (during P24) 
R19 less pristine columns – more 
aggregates. Core cloud – battered 
snowflakes, then columns (PIP) and 
drops (doughnuts) (2DC) 
 
Following R19 (FL60) a sawtooth set of profiles was carried out down to FL45 
(857mbar, -0.04°C), up to FL65 (796mbar, -2.55°C), down to FL45 (856mbar, -0.43°C) 
and back up to FL65 (795mbar, -3.6°C) where snowflakes and drops were seen by 2DC, 
but 2DS/CIP saw just snow. The aircraft anti-icing system also detected water. Still 
moving towards the NE, the profile ascent (P28) was continued up to FL100 (696mb, -
8.9°C) where 2DS/CIP saw pristine crystals (hexagonal plates, needles and “blobby 
things” – aggregates). 2DC saw some water drops as “doughnuts” possibly confirmed by 
2DS. R20 was undertaken at FL100, during which AMS reported that earlier it was 
seeing organics and nitrate (like) loadings but no sulphate. Now AMS saw sulphate, 
incloud on the Rosemount inlet (contamination?) but not at all earlier on the CVI inlet 
(even with enrichment). Finally on the recovery to Brecon, after profile ascent P28 to 
FL140, R21 was carried out (595mbar, -14.9°C) and 2DS/CIP saw bullet rosettes, 





Notes on instrumentation: (For full list of instrumentation functionality see flight log) 
 
CPI  - not present for this flight 
2DS – seemed to have difficulties running at the highest (coldest) altitudes 
Pitot tube on CAPS - froze at one point 
CAPS hot wire probe – possibly broken (did not work during flight) 
Nevzorov  total water probe – failed during flight 
CVI – tip iced up for much of flight 
Turbulence probe -  also iced up to increasing degrees during flight (for >2.5 hours)  
AMS – heater bias changed for 45-50minutes 
CDP – did not always appear to agree with FSSP 
Total Water – needed rebooting 
Horace - suffered two 10s periods of drop out  
MPDS – kicked out during flight - and lost internet at back of aircraft 
 
Final comments: For further information about flight refer to Mission Scientist log 












R1 transit Cloud turrets, turbulence
R1 over Chilbolton
Over Chilbolton R1 End R1 start P1 
ppt P1 end, start R2
bumpy
Turning during P2 End P2 start R3 at FL60
Above most CTs - in biggest CTs Cloud R3
See a CB through cloud to LHS 10o’clock Overhead CH

Overhead CH End R3 start P3
End P3 start R4 at FL70 Int in CTs suns disk to 10o’clock
TCAS turn 
Aerosol conc’s – see logJust above CT here 
Wet cloud - CPI drops End R4 start P4
End P4 start R5 above CT at W end
Wisp of cloud - CT In CT and in cloud after this
R5 Turning No clearance - for Pepis
End R5 start P5 FL80 End P5 start R6 FL90
End R6 FL90, start P7 down End P7 start R7 at FL80
Overhead CH FL80
End R7, start P8 sawtooth down to 4000 up to 7000ft
End P8 sawtooth, start P9 up End P9 start P10 down at FL70
End P10 start P11 at FL50             end P11 start P12 at FL70
End P12 start P13 at FL50 End P13 start SLR R8 FL60
R8 cloud now End R8 start P14 FL60
P14 FL100 P14 FL120
P14 FL140 P14 FL160
P14 FL180 P14 FL200
P14 FL220 P14 FL240
In CT End P14 at FL260 start R9
End R9  P15 start
End P15 start R10 In cloud last 2 mins

End R10 start P16 FL220 bumpy FL200
Turning to stay in cloud End P16 start R11
a/c anti icing on - 2DS back on line End R11 start P17 F L180
End P17 start R12  FL160
End R12 start P18 FL160 End P18 start R13 FL140
End R13 start P19 FL140
End R13 start P19 FL140 End P19 start R14 FL130
End R14 start P20 FL130Running out of cloud - turning


End P20 start R15 FL110 End R15 start P21 FL110
End P21 start R16 End R16 start P22 FL90
End R17 start P23 FL80End P22 start R17 FL80
End P23 R18 FL70 End R18 start P24 FL70
End P24 start R19 FL60 R19 end start P25 FL60
P25 end start bp26 FL45
P26 end P28 start FL65 P28 end P29 start FL45
P28 a/c anti-ice P28 FL65




















B425 Xchat log 
 
* Loaded log from Wed Jan 21 20:17:58 2009 
  
* Now talking on #APPCLOUDS 
<faam146> Hi, this is faam146. 
<TomC> Good afternoon,  a pleasant day 
<radchobs> afternoon. update on cloud conditions: directly o/h chilbolton we have almost clear sky, some broken cu/strato-cu trailing 
previous system. scanning radar shows some thin cirrus approx 4-5km height 15-25km w of chilbolton+ a couple of 
showers at 45 and 60km range 
<faam146> Thanks, told M. Sci. 
<faam146> Doing aerosol next. 
<radchobs> PPI scan : seems to be a line of showers along roughly 255-270 radial from chilbolton, range 15-90km approx. tops are 
about 2km. 
<faam146> told M. Sci. 
<radchobs> more broken low cloud o/h now, altitude about 1700m 
<radchobs> rhi along 260 radial, showers are 20-80km range, tops approx 2200m, ie around -2C 
<faam146> thanks. told M. Sci. 
<faam146> at 13:56, run 4, 6 kft, 50.8N, 2.8W 
<faam146> heading NE 
<radchobs> showers still lined up nicely west of chilbolton. tops about 2500m. what are your plans? 
<faam146> just over flown u 
<faam146> just sigining off. 
* Disconnected (Connection reset by peer). 
* Received a CTCP VERSION from evMON 
* Now talking on #APPCLOUDS 
<TomC> aircraft what are your plans ? Back in  a few minutes 
* TomC has quit ("Leaving") 
<faam146> Tom, Keith ask you if you could you check the latest satellite pircure 
* blyth (~blyth@braeriach.geos.ed.ac.uk) has joined #APPCLOUDS 
<radchobs> Latest radar: showers slowly moving over chilbolton, tops still 2500m, extending out approx 40km to West 
<faam146> Told M.Sci. 
* TomC (Tom@puhk3nwwky.ge.phy.umist.ac.uk) has joined #APPCLOUDS 
<faam146> Tom, could you check the latest satellite picture? 
<faam146> We are heading SW, 9kft, at 14:52, 51.0N, 1.36W 
<faam146> Paul here to all logged on. We need to know how far east the western cloud has progressed 
<faam146> Keith is trying to decide what to do and needs the info. Not got all the sat products here 
<TomC> At 14 Z upper frontal cloud across SW England nearly at Chil, more to the south than further North, meanwhile showers over 
Chil 
<TomC> Frontal rain just reaching tip of Cornwall 
<TomC> Suggest either fly in shower over Chil or fly SW to interceopt frontal cloud returning to Chil later 
<faam146> have worked the showers. Likely to do two more legs and then head west to front. 
<TomC> sounds good 
<TomC> was there any ice in the showers ? 
<faam146> Ice yes, but cannnot remember at what levels 
<faam146> cloud physics reckons around 6000-7000ft, included super cooled h2o 
<blyth> There's a bright band on the radar at about 1 km 
<faam146> radchobs, did/can you see super cooled h2o at those levels? 
<faam146> feet damn it! 
<faam146> finishing currently easterly leg at 8000ft, returning west at 6000ft then heading to cornwall to investigate front 
<TomC> 1 inch is 2.54 cm 
<faam146> keep us posted on the 1500 sat, interweb v slow here today 
<radchobs> lidar attenuated by rain so hard to tell if s/c liquid or not 
<faam146> ok, cheers 
<blyth> and 1 kilometer = 3280.8 feet 
<faam146> thanks boss 
<radchobs> hint of liquid at about 1500m from EZ lidar, hard to be definate though 
<radchobs> now settling to broken sc/cu at 2000m overhead 
<faam146> thanks 
<radchobs> are you still running over chilbolton, or have you started down to SW? 
<faam146> Now heading SW, at 50.54N, 2.18W, at 15:22:41 
<TomC> 15Z radar image on Met O site corrupted 
<radchobs> Lidar now picking up very very thin cirrus, top 9km overhead, radar scan out to west not picking up anything yet 
<faam146> OK 
<TomC> Sorry I meant 15Z IR satellite corrupt 
<faam146> OK 
<radchobs> 15Z image from EUMETSAT website, high cloud over cornwall & devon + s/wales 
<faam146> thanks 
* TomC1 (mccsstwc@twc.ge.man.ac.uk) has joined #APPCLOUDS 
<TomC1> I am now on two computers one in Williamson one in Simon 
* GerardCapes (Gerard@jcrosier02.ge.man.ac.uk) has joined #APPCLOUDS 
* GerardCapes has quit ("Leaving") 
<TomC1> How far out are you going ? 
* GerardCapes (Gerard@jcrosier02.ge.man.ac.uk) has joined #APPCLOUDS 
* Disconnected (Connection reset by peer). 
 No channel joined. Try /join #<channel> 




















BBR (clear) Lower: 5
BBR (IR) Lower: 5
BBR (red) Lower: 5
BBR (clear) Upper: 5
BBR (IR) Upper: 5




























CIP 100 (PIP): 5









Neph - Dry: 5
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S9 Static Pressure: 5
Satcom C: 5
Satcom H (VIRC): 5
Weather Radar: 1
DLU AERACK: 5
DLU BBR Lower: 5
DLU BBR Upper: 5
DLU Core Chem: 5
DLU Core Consoles: 5
DLU Port Aft: 5
DLU Port Fwd: 1
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Peroxide: 1
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Ba x 10-6 Ph_det
levels 
Run Remarks 
Set to DRS 
time: done Z 
New filter 
Tr = 1.000 
done 
Set to 
 3.0  
lpm: N/A 
     
Ave =30 s 
←Preflight 
13:25   2.3 17 43 trans pump on 
13:46 .986     r2 pump off  precip 
13:53 .985     p pump on 
       operator on CVI rack 
for rest of sorte. 
18:25 .969 0 0 16 43 trans end o. s. for psap 
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eg. Filter Exposure No, period in cloud, change 
of level etc. 
3 4 140 u     placed in holder, but never exposed. 
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         




1/22/09 1:25:41 PM  
1/22/09 2:02:19 PM Operator just arrived from Neph. 
1/22/09 2:02:35 PM patchy cloud and precip about 
1/22/09 2:04:30 PM cloud 
1/22/09 2:08:15 PM cf to 2.5, as lyman high compared to JW & Nevs 
1/22/09 2:08:36 PM cf to 2.5, as lyman high compared to JW & Nevs 
1/22/09 2:08:52 PM cf to 3, as lyman high compared to JW & Nevs 
1/22/09 2:10:04 PM cloud thinning - clear 
1/22/09 2:10:31 PM  
1/22/09 2:15:25 PM Shattering in last 30sec? 
1/22/09 2:16:09 PM lyman comparing well 
1/22/09 2:17:48 PM Note:  CPC has had no Butanol refil as none at Exeter, also Lazer 
light is out. 
1/22/09 2:20:48 PM tip just starting to ice.  Visual. 
1/22/09 2:21:35 PM ice gone. 
1/22/09 2:22:51 PM out of cloud 
1/22/09 2:27:40 PM patchy cloud 
1/22/09 2:29:55 PM cloud 
1/22/09 2:31:56 PM cloud tops 
1/22/09 2:38:26 PM aerosol mode above clouds 
1/22/09 2:41:40 PM cloud tops 
1/22/09 2:42:01 PM in cloud tops 
1/22/09 2:44:34 PM lyman seems to be over reading at cloud tops, was much better at 
lower level cloud. Ice /water?? 
1/22/09 2:46:20 PM cloud tops 
1/22/09 2:47:46 PM lyman in agreement now 
1/22/09 2:48:43 PM Some tip icing bit inlet clear 
1/22/09 2:51:04 PM above cloud 9000ft 
1/22/09 2:51:56 PM cone of ice on tip. 
1/22/09 2:52:15 PM Aerosol mode. 
1/22/09 3:00:39 PM Ice gone. 
1/22/09 3:04:24 PM back to CF mode for decent 
1/22/09 3:07:38 PM Back to aerosol mode, still above cloud at 8000ft 
1/22/09 3:18:04 PM brushing cloud tops 
1/22/09 3:20:45 PM cloud tops in turn, 
1/22/09 3:21:03 PM back to cvi mode 
1/22/09 3:24:13 PM Cloud 
1/22/09 3:29:16 PM No sig cloud during SAW tooth. 
1/22/09 3:36:42 PM Aerosol mode, no cloud about 
1/22/09 3:40:15 PM cvi mode, back in cloud 6000ft slr 
1/22/09 3:57:53 PM precip, ice. 
1/22/09 3:58:26 PM In cloud 
1/22/09 4:00:05 PM Slight icing of tip, lots of ice precip. 
1/22/09 4:01:25 PM lyman seeing lots more than JW, others broken. 
1/22/09 4:03:26 PM Tip disc iced, but inlet still clear. 
1/22/09 4:07:16 PM tip lookes iced but clear, reaching cloud tops 
1/22/09 4:08:42 PM above cloud 
1/22/09 4:10:38 PM Aerosol mode above cloud 
1/22/09 4:11:05 PM Still slight icing of tip disc 
1/22/09 4:21:00 PM CVI mode ready for cloud runs 
1/22/09 4:22:02 PM very small amount of ice left on tip. 
1/22/09 4:23:30 PM run just above cloud tops 
1/22/09 4:26:39 PM cloud 
1/22/09 4:28:10 PM cloud very thin 
1/22/09 4:29:42 PM Ice almost gone 
1/22/09 4:31:42 PM mostly out of cloud 
1/22/09 4:35:40 PM in cloud, but low particle concentrations 
1/22/09 4:38:35 PM Slight tip icing 
1/22/09 4:45:09 PM lots of super cooled water seen 
1/22/09 4:49:03 PM Almost flat line, maybe iced, but can't see as strapped in. still 
plenty of ice about. 
1/22/09 4:52:19 PM Inlet completely iced up. Aerosol mode. 
1/22/09 4:53:29 PM PCASP seeing lots in aerosol mode? must just be frost being 
dragged through the tip icing. 
1/22/09 4:58:20 PM Eroneous PCASP counts due to no sample flow. Icing   is quite 
bad. 
1/22/09 5:00:13 PM lyman sample to ref while probe blocked. 
1/22/09 5:08:09 PM Still completely iced! 
1/22/09 5:09:35 PM cpi pump off 
1/22/09 5:14:51 PM Still iced, but getting dark, so soon no more visuals. 
1/22/09 5:44:47 PM vac pump on looks like ice maybe gone 
1/22/09 5:45:53 PM cf on 
1/22/09 5:47:48 PM lyman sample back to inlet 
1/22/09 5:49:22 PM All seems ok. 
1/22/09 5:55:31 PM JW only giving about 0.1??  lyman is at 0.7 
1/22/09 5:58:12 PM Oops, cpi pump was off but still had 1lpm dialed in 
1/22/09 5:58:23 PM CPI pump on 
1/22/09 5:58:33 PM AMS on! 
1/22/09 5:58:44 PM  
1/22/09 6:16:14 PM cvi  counts getting low, possible icing? too dark to tell 
1/22/09 6:20:38 PM out of cloud. 
1/22/09 6:21:35 PM manchester cloud physics confirmed low ice concentrations of 1 
pcc at end of last run, so maybe no icing afterall. 
1/22/09 6:22:46 PM ams to rosemount 
1/22/09 6:26:27 PM cpi off 
Wet Nephelometer Log
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GMT  Run Height Sample
flow 







13:24 r1 5000    45  chiller on, some cloud & precip 
13:33         r1 5000 14.5 18 86 16
13:43         r2 3000 15.3 28 38 45 much precip
13:49         r2 3000 15.3 24 85 14 precip
13:52 p       profile before end of humidigram 
13:56 r3 6000 15.2 14 42   chiller off. too high. 
18:24        eos for wet neph. 
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
         
 


